**HVAC Heater Hose Assembly**

- **626-641** Ford F Super Duty 2016-11
- **Pop Code: C | VIO: 834,295**

**OE PROBLEM:** The original heater hose typically fails due to the brittle plastic material of the connector, which eventually cracks and leaks over time.

**We upgraded the plastic Y-pipe material to aluminum for increased durability and longer service life.**

- **Hose connects heater core to reservoir**
- **Clamps included for a complete installation**

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Original plastic connector cracks over time and causes coolant leaks and loss of pressure

---

**Window Regulator and Lift Motor Assemblies**

- **751-293** Ford Fusion 2012-06, Mercury Milan 2011-06
- **Pop Code: B | VIO: 1,263,302**

**Reverse-engineered to match the original equipment shape and dimensions to provide a direct, seamless fit**
- **Extensively tested by cycling thousands of times in vehicle door to ensure a long, trouble-free service life**

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Cable weakens or snaps over time and motor wears out causing the window to fall or remain in a stuck position

---

**Engine Oil Cooler Seal Kits**

- **926-166** Buick Encore 2019-13, Chevrolet Cruze 2016-11, Chevrolet Sonic 2018-12, Chevrolet Trax 2017-13
- **Pop Code: B | VIO: 1,561,314**

**Includes all seals and gaskets required to repair or reinstall the oil cooler housing**
- **Manufactured from durable polymers engineered for exposure to extreme temperatures and engine fluids**

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Original seal deteriorates over time from engine heat, resulting in oil leaks

---

**Differential Carriers**

- **697-909** GM 2018-99, Isuzu 2008-03, Saab 2009-05
- **Pop Code: C | VIO: 3,246,079**

**This direct replacement 30 spline, 10 bolt limited-slip carrier fits in place of the vehicle’s original equipment carrier**
- **All-new components, including spider gears, differential pin, preload spring pack and clutch pack**
- **Shipped pre-assembled and ready to install**
- **Can be used to upgrade from open differential to limited-slip in an existing differential**

**FAILURE MODE:**
- The original differential carrier fails due to bearing and axle shaft failure, resulting in noise and an inoperable vehicle

---

**Totally Integrated Power Modules**

- **599-938** Chrysler PT Cruiser 2008-06
- **Pop Code: IV | VIO: 217,261**

**Updated with the most recent programming available**
- **Plug and play for easy installation**

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Voltage spike, water intrusion causes inoperable vehicle electrical system

---
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**Truck Bed Floor Support**

**LINE EXTENSION**

**OE PROBLEM:** Truck beds take a beating... until the floor supports rust away. When that happens, the dealer’s solution is to replace the entire bed, which can cost thousands of dollars.

**926-985**

Chevrolet Silverado, GMC Sierra 2007-99

Pop Code: D | VIO: 5,783,419

**FAILURE MODE:** Rust consumes original cross members making them unstable, resulting in a loose truck bed

**Objective:** This bed cross member kit allows you to replace only the damaged floor supports while preserving the rest of the bed.

• Pre-primed in weld-thru primer for clean installation

---

**Cables - Auto Transmission Shift**

**LINE EXTENSION**

**OVER 15 SKUS AVAILABLE**

Made of high-quality materials for increased durability and a longer service life

• Direct replacement for original equipment design

**912-600**

Dodge Ram 2010-03

Pop Code: C | VIO: 2,034,887

**FAILURE MODE:** Internal cable binds, becomes frayed or disconnected from cable linkage

---

**Transmission Oil Cooler Lines**

**LINE EXTENSION**

**OVER 300 SKUS AVAILABLE**

Transfers fluid to and from the oil cooler for proper transmission performance

• Includes bracket and retainer clips for a complete repair solution

• Manufactured from metal and rubber with OE-style fittings to provide a reliable replacement

**624-558**

Chevrolet Equinox 2009-06, Pontiac Torrent 2009-06

Pop Code: B | VIO: 362,863

**FAILURE MODE:** Corrosion of tube or rubber hose, crimp failure results in oil leaks and overheating

---

**Dashboard Cover**

**LINE EXTENSION**

**OVER 10 SKUS AVAILABLE**

Matches the fit and finish of the original cover to restore the vehicle’s interior appearance

• Made from UV-resistant plastic material for durability

• Requires no special tools to install; just pry off the old part and press in the new one

**926-121**

Dodge Ram 1500 2005-02, Dodge Ram 2500 2005-02, Dodge Ram 3500 2005-02

Pop Code: C | VIO: 1,345,303

**FAILURE MODE:** Original dashboard exhibits excessive cracking or wears over time

---

**Information Display Module**

**LINE EXTENSION**

Remanufactured display module for the radio station (AM/FM), climate control selections, time and outdoor temperature

• Upgraded resistor eliminates failure mode found in the original design

• Plug and play design requires no special tools during installation

**588-100**

Mazda 6 2005-03

Pop Code: W | VIO: 114,573

**FAILURE MODE:** Faulty LCD display screen will have dead pixels

---
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